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1.0 INTRODUCTION
One of the primary objectives of earth radiation measurement programs is to accurately
monitor long term fluctuations in the total flux leaving the earth's atmosphere.
Because energy is emitted and reflected in all directions, it is necessary to either
m_asure the radiance at all angles or to use angular distribution models (ADM) to fill in
missing angular measurements. In previous programs, mechanical scanning sensors
have been used to obtain angular measurements in the crosstrack direction only. All of
the other angular components have been estimated by means of ADMs. For the relected
energy, the angular distribution can vary significantly depending on what type of scene
is being viewed. Scenes such as clouds, ocean, desert, etc. have greatly varying
reflectances as a function of angle.
An earth radiation Instrument that makes radiance measurements in all directions
would allow the direct summing or integration of these measurements to produce total
flux values without the use of the angular models. Because these measurements must
be made over very long periods of time (up to one solar cycle or 11 years) it is desired
to have an Instrument that operates without mechanical scanning. The elimination of
the scanning parts increases the reliability and expected lifetime of the Instrument
significantly. The design of such a mosaic array type Instrument was one of the
primary objectives of this research project.
To obtain accurate measurements of the emitted and reflected flux from the
earth/atmosphere system, it is necessary to have detectors that cover wide spectral
regions (0.2 to 50 I_). Dual cavity radiometers have flat responses over the spectral
range of 0.2 to 100 I_ and maintain excellent stability and absolute accuracy due to the
energy balance mode in which they operate. The output signal Is a direct power
measurement so there is no photon conversion efficiency that must be considered.
Because the detector bridge circuit always operates at a null value the detectors are
perfectly linear over their entire dynamic range. The detectors can be self calibrated
by means of a reflective shutter. This eliminates the requirement for the instrument to
view space, the sun, or blackbody sources for calibration. This allows frequent
calibrations and greatly improves the final precision of the instrument on orbit.
Active cavity detectors were used in the wide field of view detectors on the ERBE
nonscanning instrument which viewed the entire earth. Similar detectors have been
used for many years for solar monitoring and are part of the World Radiometric
Reference (WRR). None of these cavity detectors have the required sensitivity to
accurately monitor small areas of the earth. To obtain 1% radiometric precision with
250 Km resolution requires an improved detector with a sensitivity at least 5 to 10
times better than that of previous cavity detectors. The second objective of this
project, therefore, was to design an improved version of this detector with a
sensitivity 10 times that of previous versions.
Previous dual cavity detectors have been built as single units with analog feedback
control loops. For an instrument containing a large array of detectors this would be
impractical. A new electronicsdesignemployingan integralpreamplifierlocated
withineach detectormoduleand a digitalcontrolloopwas designed. Thedigital
control loopallowsa singlemicroprocessorto controland optimizethe responsefor all
of the detectorsin the array. Implementingthe compensationfilter insoftwarealso
allowsdifferent loopresponsesto beused for differentmodesof operationsuch as
earthviewingand calibration.
Duringthe Phase I feasibilitystudyperformedin 1986,a designconceptwasgenerated
for th9 newdetectoranddigital controller. Phase IIof the SBIRprojectbegan in May
1987.
Theobjectivesof the Phase II Nonscanning Climate Sensing project were:
1. To design, fabricate, and bench test an Improved detector with new digital
electronics and digital controller.
2. To complete a conceptual design of an entire nonscanning climate sensor.
3. To design a commercial version of the detector.
Phase II of the research project was completed in May 1989. All of the objectives of
the project were successfully fulfilled. The detectors achieved more than 10 times
improvement in responsivity and the digital control loop performed without flaw. Test
measurements indicate that the overall stability of the new detector is on the order of
100 times better than the required value.
The system test results indicate that the long term precision and absolute accuracy of
the final instrument should exceed the original performance objectives. The extreme
accuracy and stability of the detectors shows that they also have commercial
application as absolute radiometric references for laboratories, test chambers, and
other flight instruments requiring accurate calibration. The overall instrument concept
has been demonstrated to be feasible. The instrument has been named the Earth
Radiation Array (ERA).*
* A patent application has been filed on the ERA.
2.0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
2.1 TOP LEVEL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Table 2.1 gives a list of top level requirements for the instrument. The instrument is
designed in a modular fashion and can be optimized for any desired orbit. The nominal
spatial resolution used for the baseline polar orbit Earth Radiation Array (ERA) was 250
Km by 250 Km. Higher resolution versions are possible which contain a larger number
of detectors. Using the baseline ERA in a low earth equatorial orbit on the shuttle or
space station would produce approximately 125 Km x 125 Km resolution. This would be
beneficial for monitoring important energy transport mechanisms in the equatorial
regions. In order to resample the data to coincide with standard earth reference grid
patterns, approximately three samples per pixel are desired.
Because angular data from different orbits will be integrated to obtain outgoing flux
measurements, individual footprints will not be spatially aligned. One objective is thus
to have footprint patterns with aspect ratios as close to 1.0 as possible. The ability to
shape each field of view for all pixels is one of the advantages of the ERA instrument.
With mechanical scanners the earth curvature results in a greatly elongated footprint
towards the edge of the earth.
To obtain a true measurement of total flux the spectral response of the instrument
should be essentially flat from 0.2 to 50 p. and polarization should be minimized. The
optimum way to obtain this is to use cavity detectors with emissivity greater than
0.999 at all wavelengths and no intervening optics. The baseline detector has an
emissivity greater than 0.9999 from 0.2 to 100 p..
The most important performance parameters for the instrument are the long term
precision over a one month period and the absolute accuracy. The precision goal is 1%
of the average earth radiance or approximately 1.4 W/M2*SR. The goal for the absolute
accuracy, after integrating up the radiance values at all angles, is 1% of the average
total flux or approximately 4 W/M 2. In the following sections, all of the noise and drift
sources within the detector and electronics are analyzed and error budgeted to meet
these design goals. System tests on the breadboard model are then used to verify that
each of the error allocations can be met.
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TABLE 2.1
TOP LEVEL INSTRUMENT
PEW-OFWlANCE
ORBIT
SPATIALRESOLUTION
SAMPLERATE
FOOTPRINTASPECTRATIO
SPECTRALBANDPASS
POLARIZATION
LINEARITY
PRECISION (OVER 1 MONTH)
,N3SOLU1EACCURACY
CALIBRATIONMETHOD
WFOVCHANNELS
LIFETIME
REQUIREMENTS
SELECTABLE
250 KM x 250 KM
3 SAMPLES/PIXEL
0.8 TO 1.2
TOTAL - 02 TO 50
SW - 0.2 TO 3.5 p.
NEGLIGIBLE
1%
1.4 W/M2*SR (1% EARTH RADIANCE)
4 W/M2 (1% TOTAL FLUX)
REFLECTIVESHUTTER
TOTAL, SW, CONTAMINATION
11 YRS (1 SOLAR CYCLE)
2.2 ELECTRONIC PRECISION ANALYSIS
In order to determine the required sensitivity for the new detector, an electronic
precision model was constructed by SI which contains all of the electronic noise and
drift terms. It was assumed at this point that the instrument thermal control system
and the integral baffle/heatsink design will maintain the thermal fluctuations and
drifts below these levels between shutter calibrations. Figure 2.1 shows the terms
included in the electronic precision model.
A curve of electronic precision versus nomalized Input power is shown in Figure 2.2.
The curve Is plotted for the JPUACRIM detector used In solar monitoring along with the
new Si detector with nominal and worse case noise and drift components. The
normalized power inputs for the instrument range from 3.1 E-7 (M2*SR) at the edge of
the earth to 10.9 E-7 at nadir. If the 1% radiance requirement of 1.4 W/M2*SR is
equally apportioned between electronics and thermal effects, the electronics
requirement is 1.0 W/M2*SR. It can be seen that this can be easily met with nominal
performance.
Figure 2.3 shows the sensor precision as a function of electronics heatsink temperature
control. Even using worse case errors, the precision requirements can still be met over
the entire array if the electronics temperature is controlled to better than 0.6 degree.
To provide a safety margin the temperature of the electronics will be controlled to
better than 0.2 °C.
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2.3 PRECISION AND ABSOLUTE ACCURACY ERROR BUDGET
Figure 2.4 shows a graphical explanation for the primary biases and drifts contained in
the precision and absolute accuracy measurements. Everything is referenced to the true
absolute value in SI units, which is constant over all time. The absolute accuracy
obtainable is dependent on the uncertainty in measuring the collecting area and field of
view of each detector and the temperature and emissivity of the heatsink. These
represent offsets which are approximately constant with time. Electronic and thermal
drift errors Increase with time but are corrected for during shutter calibration. The
precision of the Instrument represents the RSS of all drift terms between calibrations
plus the RSS of all noise terms. The averaging of samples and the summing of all of the
detectors in the array to produce an integrated flux value reduce the random noise
errors significantly. The drift terms thus represent the major components in the
precision budget. At the bottom of Figure 2.4 is the equation for the measurement of
scene radiance.
PRECISION GOAL = 1% OF NOMINAL EARTH RADIANCE OVER 1 MONTH ( = 1.4 (W/M2,SR)
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY GOAL ,,, 1% OF NOMINAL EARTH FLUX =, 4(W/M 2)
MEASUREMENT
VALUE
f TRUE ABSOLUTE VALUE- SI UNITS
"'DET. / HEATSINK/BAFFLE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES- T, e
I _T. "_ _ER UNCERTAINT ES- A, _", _
.1
_mlUE
f
CALIB. INTERVAL
NSCEN E = N b . &Ph/a*A*_ + K*&N b + &T_,PIp/a*A*Q
S188-12JWHO03
FIGURE 2.4
INSTRUMENT PRECISION AND ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
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Table 2.2 shows the precision error budget for the ERA. The budget assumes that
approximately 100 samples in times will be averaged to smooth out the electronic
noise. Assuming Gaussian noise, this reduces the noise by a factory of approximately
ten. The budget assumes that angular measurements from the 85 detectors will be
summed together over a period of time to produce one flux measurement. The random
detector to detector pattern noise will thus be reduced by the square root of 85. The
drift values shown assume two calibrations per 100 minute orbit. The maximum drift
period is thus on the order of 25 minutes. Allowing 0.3% for this long term detector
drift translates into a drift requirement of 5.3 counts per minute. The conversion from
radiance units to count levels out of the iJprocessor was done at the nominal earth level
of 140 W/M2*SR or 22,000 counts. The error budget sums to 0.6% and thus provides
considerable margin in meeting the overall precision goal of 1%.
TABLE 2.2
PRECISION ERROR BUDGET
GOAL =, 1% OF NOMINAL EARTH RADIANCE OVER ONE MONTH = 1.4 (W/M2SR)
BUDGET INDIVID. REQR.
VALUE % 2 _ OUTPUT COUNTS 1 _ OUTPUT CTS
(USE ?.._"VALUE FOR 95%)
• NOISE (DET. + PREAMP + SHOT + JOHNSON +
QUANT. + DAC) (AVE. 100 TIME SAMPLES)
•DET. TO DET. RANDOM PATTERN NOISE
(AVE. 85 DETECTORS)
0.2
0.2
RSS OF RANDOM _PONENTS 0.28
oDET. DRIFT (OVER 1/2 CALIB INTERVAL OF 0.3
25 MIN)
°CALIB. DRIFT (DUE TO CONTAMIN.- OVER 0.01
1 MO.)
• CHANGE IN STRAY POWER LOSSES BETWEEN 0.05
CALIB. & MEAS.
• DRIFT IN BAFFLE/HEATSINK RADIANCE 0.05
BETWEEN CALIB. & MEAS.
RSS OF DRIFTS 0.31
SUM OF 2 _ NOISE + DRIFTS 0.59%
"NOMINALEARTHLEVEL-22,000COU_--_UTOF"P
_.FTER AVE. BEFORE AVE.
44 440
44 400
62 600
DRIFTS CTS
66
11
11
BEFORE AVE.
220
200
300
DRIFT RATE
5,3 CTS/MLN
2 CTS/MO.
11 CTS/CALIB
11 CTS/CALIB.
SI89-01JWH018
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Thegoal for the absolute accuracy of the instrument is 1% of the nominal earth flux or
approximately 4 W/M 2. The major sources of error are the baffle/heatsink emissivity
and temperature and the detector collecting area and field of view. The values shown
assume that the detector collecting area diameter can be measured to 0.2 mils under a
microscope and the baffle length distances which determine the detector field of view
can be measured to 2 mils. Summing the RSS of the random measurement errors with
the total drifts from the precision budget gives an estimated absolute accuracy of
0.65% or 2.6 W/M 2. This level of absolute accuracy has never been obtained with an
earth radiation instrument to date. It will allow extremely accurate monitoring of the
monthly fluctuations in the earth radiance measurements.
TABLE 2.3
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY BUDGET
GOAL = 1% OF NOMINAL EARTH FLUX = 4 (W/M 2)
.... RANDOMERROF_
•BAFFLE TEMP. MEAS., TB (ovER AREA VIEWED
BY DET.)
•BAFFLE EMISSIVITY KNOWLEDGE, eb
(SPECTROMETER ACCUR.)
•DETECTOR COLLECTING AREA, Ac
(APERTURE DIMENS. MEAS. TO 0.2 MILS)
•DETECTOR FIELD OF VIEW, _ (BAFFLE LENGTH
MEAS. TO 2 MILS)
•DETECTOR CAVITY ABSORPTANCE, (x
(6 REFLECTIONS)
"DETECTOR RANDOM ERRORS (FROM
PRECBION BUDGET)
RSS
DRIFTS
•ALL DRIFTS (FROM PRECISION BUDGET)
..... SUM OF RANDOM ERRORS + DRIFT
BUDGET
VALUE %
0.05
0.10
0.13
0.08
0.002
0.28
0,34
0.31
0.65%
2.6 W/M2
INDIV.
REQR.
0.04 °C
0.1%
0.2 MILS
2 MILS
0.99988
SEE PRECISION
BI.X_Er
SEE PRECISION
BLE)G_
SI89-O1JWHb22
A summary of the performance requirements for the instrument is given in Table 2.4.
This table takes the requirements from the previous two tables and translates them
into quantities that can be directly measured with the breadboard hardware. The
results from these tests will be compared with the requirements in section 8.0.
TABLE 2.4
INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
PERFORMANCE
PARAMETER BUDGET R EQU IREJvl E;.;T
RESPONSIVITY 1 .5 V/W
NOISE -1 SIG.
DET. TO DET.
MAR. --1 SIS.
DRIFT
BAFFLE TEMP.
DRIFT
SETTLING TIME
DATA DUTY
CYCLE
0.1°/o NOM. (AFTER AVE.
100 SAMPLES)
0.1=/'. NOM. (AFTER
SUMMING 85 DETS)
0.3°/== NOM. OVER
1/2 CALIB. INTERVAL
0.05% NOM. (BETWEEN
CALIB.)
28 SEC (TO 1%)
22O CTS
200 GTS
5.3 CTS/M IN.
0.05 ='C/HR.
28 SEC.
95°/°
NOTES: 1) NOISE AT INPUT TO I_P IS ONLY -- +/-1-3 COUNTS
SI89-01JWH017
A comparison is often made between the accuracy of the dual cavity detectors when
used for earth measurements versus when they are used for solar measurements. When
the detectors are looking at the sun, the sun radiance is 5 orders of magnitude greater
than the baffle radiance. This means that the baffle radiance terms can be ignored in
the equation shown in Figure 2.4. Also, in solar measurements, the sun is stationery
and a shutter calibration can be taken with every measurement. The detector is
therefore operating in a chopped mode with calibrations approximately every 25
seconds versus every 25 minutes for a moving earth scene. All drift terms, which are
the major error sources, are thus reduced by a factor of 60. Lastly, the solar energy is
colimated and thus the field of view is known exactly by the sun/earth geometry. The
error in computing the field of view is thus eliminated. When used in a solar monitoring
mode, the ERA detector will thus achieve a precision and absolute accuracy
significantly better than 1%.
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3.0 INSTRUMENTDESIGN
3.1 INSTRUMENTDESIGNCONCEPT
Figure 3.1 shows an artist'sconceptof how the EarthRadiationArraywould lookon
orbit. In this versionof the instrument,85 cavitydetectorsview their respective
fields of view througha commonaperture. This aperture,and a surroundingsunshade
(not shown)eliminatedirect solar loadingat all but earthgrazingangles. A CAD
drawingof the instrumentis shownin Figure3.2. The ERAis approximately32 inches
on each side and 22 incheshigh withoutthe sunshade. A planview showingthe
arrangementof the 85 detectorsis shownin Fig.3.3.
Eachdetectormodulecontainsa field limitingapertureanda bafflethat is an integral
part of the common heatsinkof the instrument. Thiscommonheatsinkprovidesthe
temperaturestabilityrequiredto obtainthe requiredlongterm precision.The proposed
de,.._ignfeaturesa CNC milledmultilayersandwichhousingwhich is brazedintoa
monolithicmassprior to finalmachining. Eachlayerof the assemblycontainsa cavity
for one half of the bafflestructureconfiguredfor the detectorfield of view residingin
that layer. The otherhalf of the cavityresides in the bottomof the adjoininglayer.
The two cavitiesthusdefine thedesiredbafflesystemafter brazing. Thereareseven
such layers to be manufacturedin the 85detectordesign. Eachlayer will have
lighteningholes and milledout sectionsto reducethe overallmassof the housing.
These lighteningregionswill be optimizedwithcomplexfiniteelementthermaland
structuralmodeling. A sketchof the integratedbaffledesign is shownin Figure3.4.
A Suprasildome filter is alternatelyplacedin and out of the commonapertureto obtain
shortwave(0.2to 3.5 p) measurements along with the total measurements. This filter
is cycled in and out three times per nadir pixei dwell time. Thus, the sample rate in
both the total and short wave measurements is at least three times the Nyquist rate.
This allows accurate resamplying of the resultant data to any desired earth reference
grid pattern. Both the filter and the calibration shutter will be activated by drive
mechanisms such as the modified Geneva drives shown in Figure. 3.5. The WFOV
detectors will have their own calibration shutter mechanism.
Another proposed method of operation is to fly 2 identical ERAs on the same platform to
eliminate moving the filter during normal operation. One would take SW measurements
and the other total wavelength measurements. Each ERA could make either
measurement and if one failed, the other could be used to make both measurements by
cycling the filter. If the 2 ERAs were packaged as a single instrument to minimize
volume, the overall detector arrangement would look as shown In Figure 3.6.
A highly reflective spherical shutter is Inserted over the central aperture several times
IJe_ o_bit ;.o calibrate the cavity detectors. This allows each detector to view heatsink
temperature and null out any electronic drifts in the bridge amplifier circuit or thermal
drifts in the heatsink. This provides the optimum calibration as both the primary and
10
referencecavitiessee the same temperature, if 2 ERAsare flown,one can occasionally
beoperatedin a "chopped"modeby cyclingthe shutterin orderto providea checkon the
stabilityof the other.
Eachdetectormodulecontainsan integralpreamplifierso that the signalgoing to the
elctronicsunit hassufficientgainand is insensitiveto stray capacitanceand EMI. The
electronicleadsare routedthrougha centralopeningto the electronicsboardsat the
top of the instrument. Heat fromthe electronicsunit and heatsinkis routedvia
conductionto the thermallouveron the spaceviewingsideof the instrument. Ifno
spaceview is availablethe heat is routedto the spacecraftthermalinterfaceplate.
The heatsinkcontainsanactive thermalcontrolsystemand sufficientmassto maintain
temperaturefluctuationsbetweencalibrationsto a level that is belowthe electronic
drift during this sameperiod.
In additionto the arraydetectorstherearewidefield of view (WFOV)detectorsthat
view the entireearth. Thesedetectorsmeasurewholeearth radiationin the total and
shortwavelengthbands. Thereis also a contamination check detector which remains
sealed and is only opened periodically to check for change in transmittance due to
contamination. A contamination cover is designed to seal the unit during launch and
during on orbit refurbishing of the satellite. This cover is integral with the sunshade
that rejects the sun during terminator crossings at sunrise and sunset.
11
FIGURE3.1. EARTHRADIATIONARRAYINSTRUMENT
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3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
An overall system block diagram of the ERCA is shown in Figure 3.7. The dashed line
represents scene energy from the Earth/atmosphere coming into the detectors. The
energy is converted in the detector to a temperature change which is measured
differentially with respect to the temperature of the heatsink as seen by the reference
detector. A digital control loop is implemented in software by a microprocessor to
close the loop via a heater located in the detector. All of the software required for the
control loop and the data processing and formatting is stored permanently in PROM
memory and is downloaded into working RAM memory upon startup. The electronics also
generates correct voltages and timing signals for the drive mechanisms which control
the contamination cover, the main shutter, the WFOV shutters and the spectral filter
drive for the main array.
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3.3 CONCENTRIC VERSUS PLANAR CONFIGURATION TRADEOFF
Early in the research project two different instrument configurations were considered.
The first was a planar configuration in which all detectors were mounted on a flatplate.
This configuration has the advantage of being simplier to manufacture. All of the field
apertures can be machined into a single aperture plate. The fabrication of the thermal
heatsink becomes a straight forward task. The size and shape of all of the field
apertures can be derived via computer simulation and input to a numerically controlled
milling machine. The RADCON computer simulation which will be described in section
5.0 contains the capability to generate the size and shapes of these field apertures
automatically. A preliminary CAD layout of such a Planar configuration is shown in
Figure 3.8.
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Thedisadvantageof the Planar instrumentapproachis the largesize of the instrument
it produces. A comparisonof the sizeof the Planarconfigurationwith the baseline
concentricconfigurationwas performed. The Planarconfigurationproduceda
significantlylargerdiameter instrument. A comparisonof the two outlinesis shownin
Figure3.9. The outline for a thirdconfigurationwith minimumvolumebut
non-intersectingdetectgoropticalaxes is alsoshown. A secondaryproblemwith the
Planarconfigurationis that for the sameheatsinkthermalmassthe headsinkis much
largerand thinnerand would thereforehavelarger thermalgradients. Forthese
reasons,tr_econcentricdesignapproachwas adoptedfor the baselineERAdesign.
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3.4 PHYSICAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES
An estimate of the physical parameters and output data rate for the ERA is given in
Table 3.1. The output data rate is after smoothing the high #processor sample rate to
4 samples/pixel for transmission to ground.
TABLE 3.1
ESTIMATED INSTRUMENT PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
NUIV_ER OF DETECTORS 85
(IN MAIN ARRAY)
WEIGHT (Kg) 100
VOLUME (M 3) 0.6
POWER (W) 130
COOUNG METHOO LOUVERS OR CONDUCTION
CLEAR FOV REQUIRED FULL EARTH (+62 DEG)
PLATFORM FOOTPRINT AREA (M) 0.9 X 0.9
OUTPUT DATA RATE (Kbl::_) 0.36
A preliminary weight breakdown for the polar orbit instrument with 85 detectors is
given in Table 3.2. Most of the weight resides in the main thermal housing and baffle
assembly. The design of this assembly will be completed after a complete thermal
anaysis has been performed.
TABLE 3.2
PRELIMINARY WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
ITEM UNIT WEIGHT NO. WEIGHT
DE1ECTOR MODULE .459
MAIN THERMAL HOUSING (1.) 67.15
SHUI-FER ASSEMBLY 2.88
LOWER PLATE OF MAIN HOUSING 28.9
RADIATION PANELS BEHIND LOUVERS 6.0
LOUVER C.ON[ROL MECHANISMS 3.0
ELECTRONICS 10.0
FI FC'[T:E3NICSCOVER 11.3
THERMAL ISOLATION TRUSS 8.0
QUICK DISCONNECTS 1.8
SUPER INSULATION 12.4
MISC. HARDWARE 10.0
88 40.37
1 67.15
2 5.6
1 28.9
2 12.1
2 6.0
1 10.0
1 11.3
1 8.0
4 7.2
1 lZ.4
1 10.0
TOTAL INSTRUMENT WEIGHT-LBS
TOTAL INSTRUMENT WEIGHT - KG
219.2
99.6
1.NOTE: Berylium has a specilicheat 2.03 times that of aluminum and thus may be used in certain areas to lighten the
thermal heatsink and still maintain the desired temperature stability.
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A preliminarypowerestimatefor the ERAis givenin Table3.3.
TABLE3.3
POWERESTIMATE
POLARPLATFORM
85DETECTORS
ELECTRONICS
MECHANISMSDRIVES
THERMALCONTROL
TELEMETRY/LANINTERFACES
80
15
20
15
TOTAL POWER (Watts) 130
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4.0 DETECTOR AND ELECTRONICS DESIGN
4.1 DETECTOR EQUATION
The basic operation of the dual cavity detector is illustrated in Figure 4.1, which shows
an idealized representation of the detector. A cutaway sketch of the detector is shown
in Figure 4.2. Great care is taken in manufacturing the detectors to match primary side
and reference side components to have the same thermal and electrical properties. The
reference cone views a surface connected directly to the instrument heatsink. The
primary side views the scene through an aperture which produces the desired field of
view (FOV). The rest of the FOV of the primary side sees the baffle/heatsi,k material
which is at the same temperature as the material seen by the reference cone.
The detector operates in a differential mode. Power is applied to the heater winding in
the primary cone until the temperature drop across the primary thermal shunt (cylinder)
equals the temperature drop across the reference thermal shunt. This is done by means
of the bridge circuit shown in Figure 4.1b in which Rp and Rr represent the primary and
reference temperature sensor windings. This differential method measures power
directly without any conversion efficiency and makes the measurement independent of
the absolute value of detector responsivity.
'_ PRIMARY SIDE REFERENCE SIDE
N
¢
a)IDEALIZED DETECTOR
v
b) BRIDGE CIRCUIT
FIGURE 4,1, BASIC OPERATION FOR ACR DETECTOR
Equations one through four show the derivation of the basic measurement equation.
Equation 1 states the basic principle that power is applied until the temperature drops
across the primary and reference shunts are equal. Equation 2 shows the temperature
drop as a product of thermal resistance and net power flow through the thermal
impedence. Equation 3 includes the input and output power terms that produce the net
power flow through the thermal impedence. Equation 3 shows the temperature balance
equation as the scene is being measured. The scene radiance is represented by Ns.
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Duringthe calibrationphasetheequationis identical,with the exceptionthat the
radiancefrom the calibrationshuttertakesthe placeof thescene radiance. If a highly
reflectiveshutter is utilized,theshutter radianceis replacedby the baffle/heatsink
racfiance,Nb. When these two equationsare subtractedthe final detectorequation
shownin Equation4 is derived.
EQ.1: &Tp = &Tr
EQ. 2: Rp*(Pinp-Poutp) = Rr*(Pinr-Poutr)
EQ. 3: Rp*[Ph+a*Ns*A*_+a*Nb*A*(_-£)-T.PIp] = Rr*[a*Nb*A*_-,T_.PIr]
Rp*[Ph+a*Nb*A*_+a*Nb*A*(_-_)-T.Plp] = Rr*[a*Nb*A*_-TPIr
EQ. 4: Ns =
BASIC SCENE RADIANCE EQUATION
Nb- _,Ph + (Rr*_-z_+ 1)*ANb +
a*A'_2 Rp*_:) _:) a*A*_2
Where:
Ns
Nb
,&Ph
&Nb
A,_PIp
a
A
Rr, Rp
= Scene radiance, effective inband (W/cm^2 *sr)
= Baffle/Heatsink radiance, effective inband (W/cm*2 *sr)
= A in heater power between scene and calibration viewing (W)
= A in effective inband Baffle/Heatsink radiance between scene and
calibration viewing (W/cm^2*sr)
= A in total stray power losses in primary cone between scene and
calibration viewing (W/cm^2*sr)
= Cone absorptance
= Collecting area of cone (cm^2)
= FOV of cone (sr)
= Thermal resistance of reference and primary shunts
By examining the final detector equation several Important facts can be seen:
1. Tomperature gradients along the baffles do not matter as long as these gradients do
not change between calibrations.
2. The absolute responsivity of the detector does not enter into the equation. It only
effects the SNR because the bridge circuit is nulled no matter what the gain is.
Only the ratio of the reference side to primary side thermal resistance enters into
the equation, and only as a multiplier to the change in baffle radiance. On the first
two detector units tested at SI, this ratio was within 2.7% of unity. This
non-dependence on both gain and linearity is a key feature of this type of detector.
It eliminates the need to balance the gains of the individual detectors that make up
the array.
3. The absolute values of the stray power losses in both the primary and reference
sides of the detector do not matter as they are subtracted out by differencing. Only
the change in these losses between the scene and calibration measurements enters
into the equation. The main difference in these values would be the amount of
radiation lost through the aperture when it is viewing a scene and when it is
2O
shuttered. (When the detector is operating in air during laboratory testing there
will also be a change due to the difference in air convection currents when the
shutter is opened or closed.) The other power losses such as through the electrical
leads are constant and subtract out. Additionally, the absolute value of this
difference in radiation loss between the scene and calibration measurements can be
calculated theoretically and compensated for by knowing the scene and baffle
radiances.
4. The third term in the equation, which is proportional to the change in
heatsink/baffle radiance between calibrations, can theoretically be made as small
as desired by increasing the thermal mass of the heatsink and/or calibrating more
often. Calibrating more often is equivalent to operating in a choppped mode. The
size of these thermal drifts between calibrations will be analyzed during the
thermal modelling and analysis.
5. The absolute accuracy of the measurement depends on the knowledge of the absolute
temperature and emissivity of the baffle/heatsink which produce Nb. If the scene
produces a much higher radiance than the heatsink, such as in solar monitoring, this
term can be considered negligible and the absolute radiance of the scene can be
determined without measuring the heatsink parameters. In the case of earth
observing, the scene and heatsink temperatures are similar and the heatsink
temperature must be accurately monitored. The baffle/heatsink structure shall thus
be accurately instrumented in all locations that can be viewed by the detector by
means of reflection off of the calibration shutter. A 2nd option that could be
employed is to use a shutter that contains a well calibrated blackbody,
whose radiance can be accurately measured. The ERA is designed such that the
shutter can contain a wide FOV inflight blackbody similar to those used on the ERBE
instruments.
6. Equation 4 assumes negligible electronic drifts between calibrations. To insure
that this is accomplished, the following adjustments are performed on each
preamplifier during assembly:
a. Balance opamp offset to zero
b. Balance common mode offset to zero
c. Normalize sensor resistances and adjust bridge calibration point
d. Normalize heater resistance to produce desired dynamic range
7. When the changes in heatsink temperature and stray losses between calibrations are
reduced to negligible values, the resulting accuracy of the scene measurements is
limited only to the knowledge of a, A, and _ and the ability to measure small
changes in heater power, APh. By using specular black paint and a bent cone tip
structure that eliminates any meniscus at the bottom, the absortance of the cone is
known to better than 0.1%. To reduce the quantization error to less than 10% of the
desired overall precision, 13 bits are required. To allow extra margin for future
versions of the ERA, 16 bit encoding has been incorporated in the design.
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4.2 DETECTORMODULEDESIGN
Because of the large number of detectors required in the array, an Integrated
detector preamplifier module concept has been developed by Space Instruments. The
morJule contains the detector, limiting aperture, thermal reference cap, and the
preamplifier electronics. The instrument is designed so that the Field of View defining
apertures are part of the overalt instrument heatsink. This altows each detector
module to be interchangeable with any other. This greatly simplifies detector testing
and selection and instrument assembly. By including the preamplifier as part of the
module the low level detector signals are contained within the module. This reduces
the problems of noise Interference which are inherent in a design where the electronics
are distributed due to the physical layout of the instrument. A cutaway view of the
detector (courtesy of JPL) without the module is shown in Figure 4.2.
An exploded view of the detector module is shown In Figure 4.3. The sections of the
figure show the order in which the detector module is assembled. The detector, front
baffle tube, rear thermal cap and wire cover all mount directly to the copper mounting
flange. This flange mounts directly to the instrument heatsink. The final detector
module becomes a ruggedized unit. For the breadboard hardware, the parts (except for
the flange) were machined from aluminum and black anodized. To provide a better
thermal path to the instrument heatsink, the front baffle tube and rear thermal cap can
be machined from copper.
FIGURE 4.2. ACR DETECTOR
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4.3 ELECTRONICS DESIGN
An overall block diagram for the detector, electronics and the breadboard development
system is shown in Figure 4.4. The bridge and preamplifier circuits are located on the
circuit board within the detector module. The high level signal output of the preamp is
then routed to the electronics unit which is located separately. The low pass filter is a
single stage filter which eliminates the high frequency components which would
otherwise cause aliasing after sampling. The output from the filter then goes to a
sample/hold and an analog multiplexer. The multiplexed signals are then routed to a
single A/D converter. The resulting digital signal is input to the microprocessor.
The microprocessor implements the control loop compensation filter in software and,
at the correct time for each detector, outputs the digital command to the correct DAC
for that detector. The digital filter compensates for the thermal time constants of the
detector and provides the desired settling time, damping ratio, and phase margin at the
selected sampling frequency. This is important because the detector has a transfer
function containing three poles with time constants of approximately 8.0, 0.8 and 0.2
seconds. These poles must be compensated for to provide the required overall closed
loop time constant and settling time.
The DAC provides the voltage command to the power drive circuit for the heater
element located on the primary cone of the detector. For the breadboard system, a
Motorolla 68,000 microprocessor was selected. This enabled a Mac II computer to be
used as a software development system. A timing study showed that a single 68000
has sufficient speed to handle an array of up to 1000 detectors.
When operating in the development mode, the microprocessor acts as a communication
devise to pass the error voltage from the detector to the Mac II computer. The signal is
routed through an SCC and an RS422 terminal into the Mac I1. The compensation filter is
then implemented in software in the Mac II. The resulting heater command is then
transmitted back through the SCC to the DAC and fed to the heater.
The Mac II computer can also be used for a download mode in which software can be
downloaded from the computer into RAM residing in the electronics unit. The system
can then be operated internally from this downloaded software. To run the breadboard
system in a completely stand alone mode a nominal set of software is stored in E-PROM
located within the electronics unit. This internal software also operates the test
fixture heater control loop. The functions of the software packages will be described in
Section 7.0.
The remaining electronics consists of health and status (housekeeping), mechanism
drives, thermal control, power supplies, and timing. Housekeeping in the flight
instrument will include temperatures at various locations on the instrument, power
supply voltages, and operating mode information. The mechanism drive electronics will
operate the shutters, spectral filter, and contamination cover. The thermal control
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electronics will power heaters which in conjunction with passive radiators will
provide instrument heatsink temperature control. The power supplies will convert the
platform AC into the required power forms. The preliminary voltages are +5 VDC, +15
VDC, -15 VDC, +24 VDC, and +45 VDC.
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FIGURE 4.4. ELECTRONICS AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM BLOCK DIA_HA_i
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4.4 CONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS
A computer simulation was utilized to predict how the closed loop system would
perform when different digital compensation filters were employed. Two different
filters were analyzed; an IIR and a R filter containing gain, Integration, first difference
and second difference terms. Open and closed loop frequency responses were plotted
along with step Input dynamic responses. As the breadboard hardware is tested by
inserting a step input of radiance via the shutter and blackbody, the step input provides
the best means of comparison with actual hardware results.
Figure 4.5 shows the theoretical step response of the loop utilizing the IIR filter. The
figure shows a large single overshoot in the output signal. Figure 4.6 shows the error
signal response to the same step input. The settling time is on the order of 14 seconds.
The error signal provides a better method of measuring the response as it must always
come back to zero when the loop is operating correctly.
Figure 4.7 shows the step response to the same input after one of the gain terms has
been decreased from 23.531 to 23.344. The resulting error signal for this new IIR filter
is shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that even this slight change in one of the filter
parameters produces a different response function which now has four overshoots and a
settling time on the order of 19 seconds. This extreme sensitivity to the IIR filter
parameters was confirmed with the breadboard hardware. The majority of tests during
_.y._tem integration testing were run with the R filter which exhibited greater stability
and was more easily optimized for the desired time response. Examples of loop
response using this filter are given in Section 8.0.
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FIGURE4.6. THEORETICALSTEPRESPONSEERRORWiTH IIRFILTER,A=23.344
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5.0 RADCON COMPUTER SIMULATION
5.1 RADCON PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In order to design the ERA instrument a computer simulation was developed by SI. This
computer simulation is called RADCON for Radiometric Configuration. With RADCON any
desired pattern can be constructed at the Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA). Once the
pattern and orbital parameters are inserted, the instrument parameters are calculated
and RADCON produces graphical outputs showing the footprint pattern at TOA and the
exact shape and size of each field aperture for a planar configuration. It also gives the
exact location and LOS angle for each detector and computes the exact power incident
on each detector in order to calculate the precision. In addition, RADCON calculates the
IFOV and the wing energy ratio for that detector. A list of inputs and outputs for the
RADCON program is summarized in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1
RADCON COMPUTER SIMULATION
INPUTS:
ORBIT PARAMETERS
NUMBER OF PiXELS/RING
FOOTPRINT AREA (SPATIAL RESOLUTION)/PIXEL
DESIRED ASPECTRATIO
BAFFLE LENGTHANDCOMMONAPERTURESEPARATION
OUTPUTS:
GRAPHICAL:
FOOTPRINT PATTERN AT TOA
FIELD APERTURE SHAPES
DETECTOR PATTERN
QUANTITATIVE:
INSTRUMENTDESIGN PARAMETERS
EARTHPATrERN PARAIVEI"ERS
POWER INPUTTO EACHDETECTOR
WING ENERGYFOREACHDETECTOR
IFOVFOR EACHDETECTORFIELDAPERTURE
CONICS
Figure 5.1 shows the earth/spacecraft geometry used in RADCON and Figure 5.2 shows
the instrument layout geometry. Two sample outputs from the RADCON program are
Illustrated in Figure 5.3. On the left the number of pixels has been input for each ring
along with the desired area for each pixel. The program then calculates the shape of
each pixel and the resultant aspect ratio. It can be seen that these range from 0.67 to
1.39.
On the right side the unity aspect ratio option is exercised. In this option, a pattern is
produced that has the same number of detectors (85) but RADCON optimizes the number
of pixels in each ring to produce aspect ratios close to 1.0. The resultant aspect ratios
lie between 0.98 and 1.03 for this example. To match up successive ground areas from
different orbits this is the preferred method.
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Once a ground pattern has been selected RADCON calculates the exact field aperture
shapes, and sizes for a planar configuration and gives the exact conic parameters plus a
graphical output. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.4 RADCON also computes the
size of the common aperture. Figure 5.5 shows a trade off in which this common
aperture diameter is plotted as a function of baffle length. As the baffle length
increases, the wing energy ratio is reduced but the common aperture diameter
increases, thus Increasing the shutter and filter sizes and the overall instrument size.
A tradeoff of wing energy versus baffle length is shown in Figure 5.6. Because of the
statistical integrating of measurements taken on different orbits over a long period of
time it is not critical to reduce this wing energy ratio to a very small number. For
instance, if the footprint pattern at some angle was square and was combined with a
circular nadir footprint that was perfectly registered and just fell within the square,
the area mismatch would be 21%. Therefore, it is not necessary to reduce the wing
energy to below this approximate value.
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5.2 RADCON SAMPLE RUN
Table 5.2 shows a sample run for from the RADCON program. The run assumes a
spacecraft altitude of 833 Km such as that used on typical polar orbit satellites.
Tables 1 and 2 give the details of the pattern produced at the TOA. Table 3 gives the
total input power into each detector and the percent of that power that comes from
outside the footprint-eg. % wing energy. Table 4 gives the IFOV of each detector and the
power recieved from the footprint area only. Table 5 gives the wing power values.
Tables 7 and 8 give the exact dimensions and shapes of each of the field apertures for a
planar configuration. The RADCON program was used a great deal in the early design
stages of the ERA. Many tradeoff studies were performed and the baseline configuration
with a baffle length of approximately 8 cm and a central opening of approximately 9.4
cm was derived.
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TABLE 5.2.
HEIGHI OF F'ATTERN ABOVE EtkRTH =
COVERAGE SURFACE OVERL_d: =
SPACECRAFT ALYJ l UDE =
SAMPLE RUN
50.00 I:rl
25.00 HI
833.00 b:M
-[ABLE _1. GROUND PATTERN OUTLINE FAR_METEF<S
CHORD ARC- CiRCUh-
C IFiC[.E RAD IUS RAD IUS FERENCE
NO. _kH) _[::M) _i: 1'1:,
i 141 .04 141 .05 886.18
2 422.91 423 -_ 2657 -'_
,_i
64 ...... 4 _46.63 4056.07
4 856.05 G58.60 53 ;'L_.69
5 1166. _=,_, 1173.2O 7330 .V_-_
6 io13.56 1631.01 10138.32
EDGE OF: SIGHT 2913.6_J 3023.:32 183u3.43
7 2938.08 184o0.51
RiNG
NO.
0
1
2
3
4
5
O'4ERLAF'
SUB-
REGION
IN RING
NUhBER
TABLE _'=. GROUND F'ATTERN DETAIL
NO. GF
6EG IUNS
IN RING
INNER OUTER
EDGE ARC- ARC-
LENGIH LENGTH LENGTH
,-IF ._LjEb-- fie _tJE,-- OF SUB-
_EL4_ON REGioN REGION
(t::]i J (KM) ( t:.M)
i 141.05 0.00 886.18
8 2_]2.1 7 110.77 :332.16
12 _..41 221.44 :uU.O1
10 21i .9_ 2=;3._(, .336.17
io 314.o6 336. I/ 458.18
4'-) / • I .'Io =_ -_ 458 18 633.65
I_ i392.31 _33._5 1143.9_
io "_5.., .o0 1143.96 11 _,J=".78
TOTAL NUMBER OF DE]ECTORS REQUIRED : 85
INIEGRATION RESOLUTION F'ARAI'tETER N = 8
TABLE 3. TOI'AL POWER INPUT
EFF. SOLID
ANGLE FROM
FOOTPRINT
AND WING
(sr_
1158430E-01
I .29191E-01
9. 39760E-02
, mm " ],_o.4_99E-[ =
7.9._,9(,._,ElU_
7. o839_E -02
3. 7308(,E--02
EFF. COLL.
AREA FROM
FOOTF'RINT
AND WING
(m2)
POWER
INFUT FROM
FOOTPRINT
AND WING
(m'2*sn)
3.07152E-O5
2.91721E-05
._ __46_-L-0_,
_._.48604E-05
_.28301E-05
1.98769E-05
3.3 i S 12[--05
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4.940o7E-06
3.92995E-06
2.61750E-0o
1.62469E-06
1.84162E-0o
1.63934E--06
!.18429E-0o
F'ARAMETERS
AREA
DF gLJ[:>-
i_f/G IDr_
(SQR kM)
6. 2500E+04
O.2500Et04
6. 2500E+04
0. 250(£ Kl4
1 .2500E+05
2,5()OOE +05
1 .2424E+Uo
2.8722E*(i4
PERCENT
WING
POWER
(%)
II .26
12.66
Io .93
21 _--_
21.30
_:....41
12. G3
SQUARE
ROOT
OF SUB-
REGION
AREA
(KM)
250. O0
2 50.00
25(i. O0
i-_,U •O0
j._,31 _ _
500.00
1114.61
io9.48
O. 00000
0. 78505
1. 25223
1.3 9117
.2o262
1 . 1 _3_._
0. a 7475
I I'_(:._ b AF',dVF.
SUB-
REG I0N
IN [,:Il-_'G
NUMBER
0
1
2
4
5
O
7ABLE
TABLE 5.2 CONT.
FOO-[F'RtI'4T POWER INF'UT
ACTUAL
MAXIMUM POWER
EFF. SOLID EFF.COLL. F'OSSIBLE RECEIVED
ANGLE FROM AREA FROM POWER FROM FROM
FOOTF'RINT FOOTPRINT FOOTPRINT FOOTPRINT
(st) (m'2) (m 2*sr) (m 2_sr)
9.91890E-02
• 7-"7/ / t--- .
5.19820E-02
'-.,O "3.A-_ E (')'0
, X. UA:.'T_JL.--. J--
3.69491E-02
3. 29317E-02
2.71494E-02
4. 40817E-05
4. 30499E-()5
4.17674E-05
3.87257E-05
3.90595E-05
3.69417E-05
3.54707E-05
4. 94726E-06
3. 95877E-06
2.60060E-06
1.64424E-06
I .84940E-06
I .64752E-06
I.35808E-06
4.38417E-06
3.43254E-06
2.17432E-06
1.27514E-06
1.44929E-06
._83E-06
1.03236E-06
SUB-
REGION
IN RING
0
I
2
4
5
6
RING
NO.
0
:[
2
5
6
70[AL
]ABLE 5.
EFF. SOLID
ANGLE FROM
WING AREA
(so)
5. 92408E-02
4. 98988E-02
4 ..I9940E-02
3.14056E-02
4. 20414E-()2
4.39079E-02
I.0158_E- 02
WING POWER INPUT
EFF. COI..L.
AREA FROM
WING AREA
(m'2)
9.3288 7E-O6
9. 57988E-06
1.04808E-05
I.09951E-05
9.39882E-06
9. 09908E-06
1 . 4_/._,.J 3E- tL_,
INPUT
POWER FROM
WING AREA
(m2*sr)
5.56493E-07
4.97407E-07
4.43173E-07
3.49557E-07
3.92329E-07
4.16507E-07
1.51924E-07
TABLE 6. TOTAL RING POWER INPUT
WING
MA×IMUM ACTUAL POWER
POSSIBLE POWER RECEIVED
POWER RECEIVED FROM OUT-
FROM RING FROM RING SIDE RING
(m _ st) (m 2*st) (m"2*sr)
4.94726E-06
3.16702E-05
3.12072E-05
2.63078E-05
2.95904E-05
2.63604E-05
2.17293E-05
1.7i813E-04
TOTAL
POWER
RECEIVED
(m'2*sr)
4.38417E-06
"_. 746n3E-n5
2.6(')919E-05
2.04022E-05
2.3 i887E-05
I. 9-_,6_,3E-0._,
E" _ -
.6.,i,8E-()5
5.56493E-07
3.97926E-06
5.31808E-06
5.59291E-06
6.27727E-06
6.66412E-06
_.43C)79E-06_
4.94067E-06
3.14396E-05
3.14099E-05
2.599._,IE-O.J
2.94659E-05
2.62294E-05
1.89486E-05
i .:37610E-04 3.08189E-05 i .68429E-04
PERCENT
WING
POWER
(%)
11.26
12.66
16.93
21 .=_•J f.
21.30
25.41
12.83
18.30
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TABLE 7, AF'ERTUF_E F'ARAMETERS
RING
NO.
0
i
2
3
4
5
6
DETECTOR
POINTING
ANGLE
<DEG)
90. !!0
?!> :23
50 84
48 05
40 90
34 42
29. 3
CAVITY- FIELD-
F IELD COMMN.
APERIURE APERTURE CENTER ARC ASPECT
SEPARATION SEPARATION WIFGH LENGTH RATIO
(CM) (CM) (CM) (CM)
_',00" 12.00 I. 4382 0 .C)000 0 . 0000
8 .C:,O i 2.00 2.5('_02 2. 0642 O. 8256
8._i(_ 12.00 1 . 4576 2. 3008 1 . 5825
8. Iiq.. 12. I-.).._ 1 , h(122.. __'_• 112:2 __.'_1075
8.00 12,V0 0.9978 2.3922 2.3974
8.00 12.00 0.8146 2.6146 3.2097
8.00 12.00 c).6635 2.7715 4.1769
DI AFiE IER =(CM:, OF LOI!MN. AFERIURE 9.423
TABLE _i. 13ETAIL AF'ERTURE F'ARAMETERS (CONICS)
UI:'FER UF'F'ER LOWER LOWER
EDGE EDGE EDGE EDGE
R i NG ECL'E N- FOCUS ECCEN- FOCUS
NO. lRlglit (CH) TRICITY (CM)
1 3.69'93()E-V 1 i.81952E _00
2 6,97603E-01 8. 60572E+00
3 9. 54283E-C, 1 8. 70527E+01
4 1.24650E+00 -2. 36133E+01
5 I ._P,?E'.u,t,E+{.wO -:i .38071E+01
,:-, I . :; 4, _: 4F +uO - i . 11339E+01
3.32006E-01 5.36O3._,E-01
6.1922UE-01 4.2O373E+(-_0
._,_._,o1E-O 1 1.97666E+01
1.079(Z)6E+00 -5.35064E+01
1.36044E+(i0 -1.67743E+0t
1.67185E+00 -1.21583E+01
WHEN EXTENi]E[I. APERTURE SIDES MEET A
DISTANCE B FROH THE APERTURE CENTER
FORMING AN ANGLE F'HI.
R I NG D FH I
i_Li. _CM) (DEG)
1 2. t6_,TBE+VV 42. i _,b_,:
2 F:I_.22698E+0C, ..._,_=.2859
3 7. 19037E+00 16. 8305
'a. 9.2:-.;,__,07E+ 00 14. 8399
12.•_, 1 .16771E+01 8287
0 1.43580EH) i 11. 0599
CEN]EI, i_]ETECTOR AF'ERIUF_E RADIUS (CM) = 1,43818E+00
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6.0 HARDWARE FABRICATION
Figure 6.1 shows photographs taken during the fabrication of the dual cavity detectors.
Figure 6.1a shows the heater winding junction on the silver cavity as viewed through a
microscope. Figure 6.1b shows the completed detector cavities after winding and
application of the Kapton cover. Figure 6.1c shows the temperature sensor being wound
about the end of the silver thermal shunt. A thin layer of epoxy is applied to the shunt
and the temperature sensor wire wound into the apoxy while it is still soft. Figure 6.1d
shows the completed dual cavity detectors with their copper mounting flanges. The
detector module parts are then attached to the copper mounting flange.
FIGURE 6.1a. CAVITY HEATER WINDING
JUNCTIONS
FIGURE 6.1b. DETECTOR CAVITIES
AFTER WINDING
FIGURE 6.1c. TEMPERATURE SENSOR WINDING FIGURE 6.1d. COMPLETE DUAL CAVITY
DETECTORS
FIGURE 6.1 DUAL CAVITY DETECTOR FABRICATION
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
A photographof a completeddetectormoduleis shownin Figure6.2.
FIGURE6.2. DETECTORMODULE
A photographof the completedelectronicsunit is shownin Figure6.3. Theelectronics
unit acceptsup to threedetector inputs. The unit operateseither internallyfrom
softwarestoredin E-PROMor externallyfromsignalsreceivedfrom the Mac II
developmentcomputer. An LEDdisplayis usedto readout the heatsinkand shutter
temperaturesandwhile runningina standalonemode,the outputof eachdetector in
mW. While in the stand alonemode,a switchon thepanel is used to open and closethe
shutter.
11I111-..
FIGURE 6.3. ELECTRONICS UNIT
ORIGINAL_ PAGE
BLACK AN__')WHITE FHOTOGRAPH
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7.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
7.1 FILTER PROGRAM
The FILTER program was the most extensive software package developed for the
project. It was the main development tool used to run system level tests with various
digital filters and to process the resulting data. It provided the means to control the
system parameters during testing and to display the data in real time on the MAC II
monitor. It also sends the commands to open and close the calibration shutter.
Figure 7.1 shows a typical monitor display during a step input test. This copy of the
realtime image was obtained via a screen dump to the dot matrix printer. The test
utilized an IIR filter with the parameters given at the top of the display. The "Real"
designation on the top line shows that every data sample is being displayed. The
program can also average or smooth as many points as desired for long duration tests.
The top trace shows the detector output response to 2 step functions of radiance as the
shutter is opened to view the blackbody and then closed. The display can be changed to
display the Integrator output instead, If desired. The bottom trace shows the error
signal which goes negative, to decrease the heater power when the blackbody is viewed,
and then returns to zero after a single overshoot. Each tick mark on the time axis is
approximately 0.8 seconds.
Displayed at the top of the screen are the digital values for the error signal, output
count level, and mounting flange temperature respectively for each of the three
detectors. Also shown are the same parameters for the loop controlling the
temperature of the large aluminum heatsink block to which the detectors are mounted.
The number of data points collected is also displayed, when the S key is depressed to
begin saving data. Any number of data points can be saved and dumped directly into the
Cricket graphing program by merely depressing the D key. The mean, sigma, and
standard deviation of each set of points saved is automatically computed and recorded.
The type of filter can be selected from the keyboard and the filter parameters changed
in real time. This is one of the primary uses of the program. It allows iteration on
filter parameters in real time without stopping operation. Other options are also
available to initialize the screen, change the scale factors on the screen, adjust the
heatsink temperature, and introduce offset biases.
Any amount of positive or negative bias can be inserted into the loop to make the
detector stabilize at a new power level in order to measure closed loop responsivity.
The FILTER program also includes the ability to Introduce a ramp function with any
desired amplitude and slope. This simulates actual radiance gradients produced as the
instrument moves over the earth.
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lib I:R,B,C = 750 -1328 586 0= 32 E,F,G = 256 0 0 H = 256 Beal= 1
II err/out/temp m2 err/out/temp m3 err/out/temp Hs err/out/temp Ho ShTemp np dtm¢
-5 20401 2751 20 18038 2749 21 18539 2747 -5 -74 2797 7 2799 01021(
PFIU_IItG model= 5 Enter <or> to continue...
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SPRCE IHSTRUMEHTS, IHC - Earth Radiation Rrray BreQdbo_d Te_t on 12/09 14:31:O3
FIGURE 7.1. REAL TIME DISPLAY OF STEP INPUT RESPONSE WITH IIR FILTER
7.2 CAPCOMMASM PREX3RAM
CAPCOMM.ASM is the communications software program which is downloaded to RAM in
the digital control electronics. It provides for data transfer to and from the Mac II
computer system. If the system is running on internal and the Mac II is not operating,
the CAMPCOMM.ASM program performs the heatsink and detector cap temperature
control functions. During Mac II operation the CAPCOMM.ASM program sends detector
error signals and PRT temperatures to the Mac II and receives detector heater
commands, display values, shutter control signals, and temperature set levels from the
Mac I1.
7.3 TARGET.ASM PROGRAM
TARGET.ASM is the control electronics PROM based software. It allows stand alone
operation in the internal mode or, in the external mode, allows software to be
downloaded into RAM and executed.
In the stand alone mode, TARGET.ASM performs the control function on all three
detectors and displays the average heater power in miUiwatts. It also performs the
heatsink temperature control function, displays heatsink and shutter temperatures in
degrees C, and controls the shutter position in response to the front panel switch. In
this internal mode, it simulates the way the instrument would perform while on orbit.
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8.0 SYSTEMTESTINGANDCHARACTERIZATION
8.1 TESTCONFIGURATION
A photographof the laboratorytest configurationis shownin Figure8.1. The digital
electronicsunit is shownon the right. Thetest fixture,with threedetectorsmounted
in it, Is shownto the left of it The threedetectorsare securedto the backof a large
aluminumheatsinkvia servoclamps. A steppermotor is usedto openand close the
shutterwheel.The shutter is highly reflectiveon bothsidesto enableself calibration
of the detectorsand also to minimizeheatloadingfromthe blackbodiesto the
detectors. A heat shield is locatedin front of the shutterbladeto preventexcessheat
from the blackbodyenteringthe detectors. Circularaperturesarescrewedinto the
heatsinkto set thefield of view to the desiredvaluefor each detector.
The blackbodyis shownalignedwith the topmostdetector. The blackbodytemperature
controlleris shownat left. Thedigital el_:ctronicsunit has the ability to operatein the
either the externalmodethroughthe devglopmentcomputeror in the self contained
internalmode. In the externalmode, th_ error signalsfromthe detectorare passed
through the pprocessor to the computer which contains the digital filter algorithms.
The correct value is computed in the Mac II and sent back to the detector. In the
internal or stand alone mode, all software is contained in internal E-PROM located
within the electronics unit. In the internal mode, the power output reading of each
detector in mW can be monitored via the LED display along with the heatsink and shutter
temperatures. The front panel also contains a switch to manually open and close the
shutter when operating in the Internal moc:'e.
The heatsink is controlled to a preset temperature and maintained to an accuracy of
+.005 ° C. While operating in the external mode this temperature can be set via the Mac
II keyboard. The temperature is controlled by means of a digital control loop that has
the same transfer function format as the detector control loop. The servo parameters
and time response of this heatsink control loop can thus be adjusted from the keyboard.
While operating in the Internal or stand alone mode, the heatsink is normally controlled
to 28 ° C. This produces a nominal operating level that approximates the nominal
operating point that would be measured on orbit. During testing, a cover is placed over
the rear portion of the detectors and the entire test fixture is enclosed in a styrofoam
housing to minimize convection currents.
The blackbody used for calibration contains a deep grooved black anodized circular
element with a PRT readout accurate to 0.005 ° C. The blackbody can be controlled to
any temperature from 50 to 250 ° C. The temperature can be accurately monitored by
means of a digital multimeter.
A large number of performance and characterization tests were run with the breadboard
hardware. A short summary of the test program with one example of each type of test
is presented in the following sections.
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FIGURE8.1. TESTCONFIGURATION
8.2. DETECTORCHARACTERIZATION
8.2.1 OPENLOOPDETECTORRESPONSIVITYANDTIMECONSTANT
As eachdetectorwas manufactured,its responsivityandtime constantwere measured
inanopen loop mode. Figure8.2showsthe resultsfor detectorno. 1. Inthis open loop
testa step input of 20 p.Wis appliedto the heaterandthe resultantdecreasein output
voltageis plotted. The final changeinvoltagedividedby the step input of power is the
responsivity. Thetime to reach 63%of the finalvalue is the detectortime constant.
Fordetectorno. 1 the responsivitymeasured1.94V/W and the time constantwas8.05
seconds. Usingthe measuredphysicalparametersof the detector, thecalculated
responsivitywas 1.58V/W and the calculatedtime constantwas 4.7 seconds.
| DIll | i i ,:-
l i\
.3.05
FIGURE 8.2
RESPONSIVITY AND TIME CONSTANT MEASUREMENT
DETECTOR 1
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8.2.2 CLOSEDLOOPDETECTORRESPONSIVITYANDTIMECONSTANT
A secondway to measurethe detectorresponsivityis by operatingthe detectorclosed
loop as in its normaloperation. Duringnormaloperation,the servo loopadjuststhe
heater powerto nullout anychangesin the input. To measurethe responsivity,an
offset is addedto the error voltagegoing into the i.[processor.Thedetector is then
forced to changethe heaterpowerto rebalancethe loop. The amountof voltageoffset
introduceddivided by the changein heaterpower requiredto rebalancethe loopequals
the closedloopresponsivity.
Figure8.3 showsa typicalclosedloopresponsivitytest for detectorno. 1. In this test,
the detectoris allowedto stabilizeat a nominaloutputlevelof approximately20,500
counts. Step offsetsof + and - 512 quarterQSEsare then introducedsequentially. The
resultingchangesin outputcount levelsare thenconvertedto power. Thefigure shows
the output levelas a functionof samplenumberor time. The averageclosedloop
responsivityfor this test was 1.99V/W. Thiscompareswell with the open loop
measurementpreviouslyshownof 1.94V/W.
20700
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20640
20620
i 20600
20580
20560
20540
20520
20500
20480
20460
20440
20420
20400
-- _ :SET == 812
....................................................... _ OFFSET=0 _ _
....... I R calc.= 1.58 V/_ ........................................... 11 MARCH 89 _
0 10
FIGURE 8.3.
20 30 40 50
SAMPLE # (@ 64PTS=6.8SEC) BI89-3JWH003
CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE - DET. 1
8.2.3 DETECTOR CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY
In order to compare measured values for detector responsivity and time constant with
those originally used in the design of the instrument, all of the detector phYSical
parameters must be known. The physical dimensions of each of the cavities and thermal
shunts were measured and recorded on data sheets as part of the manufacturing
process. Due to the extreme thinness of the electro-formed parts, accurate
thicknesses cannot be obtained. A more accurate method using a very accurate mass
balance has been postulated for the future.
One of the key parameters in calculating the responsivity is the temperature
coefficient, T.C., of the sensor winding. Nickel 272 was selected and used in the
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manufacturingof the detectorsdueto its highT.C.. Publishedvaluesof T.C. for pure
nickelvary from 6,000 to 6,900 PPM. Thesevaluesare normallyobtainedby measuring
the resistanceat 0° C in an ice bath and 100 ° C in boiling water. As the T.C. is not
constant over this large temperature range, these values do not accurately represent
the T.C. of the nickel wire at its operating temperature. Figure 8.4 shows the actual
measured change in resistance with temperature for the active and reference windings
on detector no. 1. A least squares fit to these data points produced a T.C. of 5,450 PPM
for the active sensor winding and 5,640 for the reference sensor winding. An average
value of 5,600 PPM was thus used for the calculated responsivity of the detectors.
10.3
10.2
10.1
10.0 '
I_ 9.9
9.8,
9.7
20
.......................i i............i ...i i ...........................
22 24 26 28 30
TEMPERATURE (°C) S189-O7JWH001
-m. Rpdm.
'..e- Rref.
FIGURE 8.4. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT
A summary of the calculated and measured values of responsivity and time constant is
given in Table 8.1. As detector no. 2 underwent rework due to excessive leakage, no '
open loop measurements were made on this detector.
The average measured responsivity was approximately 35% higher than calculated. This
may be due to a higher T.C. than measured and/or inaccuracies in the measurement in
the physical measurement of the extremely thin electro-formed parts. The longer time
constant agrees with the higher responsivity, but not to the extent measured. The
longer time constant is most likely due to the fact that all of the thermal masses such
as that of the epoxies, pads, heater wires, etc., have not been included in the thermal
mass calculation.
The initial design goal of the detector was to increase the responsivity over prior
detectors by an order of magnitude. The responsivity measurements of these detectors
show that this goal has been met and exceeded.
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TABLE8.1.
DETECTORRESPONSIVITYANDTIMECONSTANT
S/N
1
2
3
RCAL.(Y-)
W
1.58
2.67
1.85
RMEAS'_/)
OPEN CLOSED
LOOP LOOP
1.94
2.95
1.99
2.11
2.58
A%
+25.9
=.
+44.3
TCAL.(S)
4.7
4.7
4.7
TMEAs.(S)
8.05
11.3
8.3 CLOSED LOOP DYNAMIC RESPONSE
8.3.1 DETECTOR TRANSFER FUNCTION
A block diagram of the detector control loop was shown previously in Figure 4.4. The
output of the detector preamplifier goes through a low pass filter to reduce aliasing
caused by sampling. The output signal then goes to a sample/hold and to the ND
converter. The digital error signal is then fed to the p.processor. The I_processor
implements the digital control filter which determines the dynamic response of the
loop. The output from this digital filter goes to the DAC which holds the voltage for the
h_ater. The power produced in the heater is proportional to the square of this voltage.
The detector transfer function thus follows a V 2 form.
The detector transfer function is given Figure 8.5. The dynamic range of the detector
was sized based on a maximum radiance of 412 W/M2*SR. This represents an 80%
albedo cloud at 245 K temperature. For the largest conceivable field of view this
represents a power into the detector of 4.7 mW. The dynamic range of the detector was
thus set at 5 mW. When 5 mW is input to the detector no heater power is required. The
output of the detector at this point would be minus one-half of the dynamic range of the
16 bit I_processor or minus 32,768 counts. When no power enters the aperture as in
space calibration, for example, the detector heater must supply the full 5 mW of power.
The detector output level would then be plus 32,768 counts.
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A nominal earth scene of 280 ° K temperature and 10% albedo would produce a radiance
of 140 W/M2*SR and a corresponding heater power of 3.4 mW. The output signal at this
point would be approximtely 22,000 counts. It is thus desired to perform system tests
in the general vicinity of this value to represent nominal on orbit conditions.
N in (W/M2'SR)
(THRU NADIR IFOV)
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
N norn =140 3.5
@3.4 mW
E_3.02.5
i,i J_
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0412
i ' !
i i i i
I P =1.171 E-9 (0+2 12)
| . • J
/i
........ i ........
i
i ' i
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0 40000
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SI88-12JWH002
FIGURE 8.5. DETECTOR TRANSFER FUNCTION
The slope of the detector transfer function at any point represents the detector gain.
Because of the square law function of the detector heater, the gain is dependent on the
operating level. Figure 8.6 shows the detector gain versus the operating point in counts
out of the pprocessor. At the nominal operating level of 22,000 counts, the gain of the
detector is approximately 0.13 pW/counts. This illustrates the extreme sensitivity of
the detector. A variation of 8 counts in the output represents a change in power coming
into the detector of only 1 _W at the nominal operating point. When converted into
degrees, one count out of the yprocessor represents a temperature change of only 3.1
millionths of a degree Centigrade. This extreme sensivity of the detector provides a
challenge in testing the system in a laboratory and not vacuum environment.
Measurement of the long term stability of the detectors is extremely difficult due to
the fact that even slight changes in ambient laboratory temperature can produce large
changes in output levels.
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FIGURE 8.6
DETECTOR GAIN VRS. OPERATING POINT
8.3.2 STEP INPUT RESPONSE
With the digit implementation of the control loop, various types of loop compensation
filters can be implemented. Figure 8.7 shows a typical response of the detector with
the R filter. The parameters for the filter are given at the top of the figure. The graph
is a direct screen dump from the Mac II monitor display. It is a real time plot of the
detector output voltage (top trace) and the detector error signal (bottom trace) when
the shutter is opened to view the blackbody and then closed. When the shutter is
opened, the hot blackbody is viewed by the detector. A large negative error signal is
produced and the heater voltage is reduced to null out the error signal. As the output
level is reduced (top trace) the error signal goes to zero and overshoots slightly before
settling. The time scale is 3.36 sec/cm. The settling is approximately 16 seconds for
this set of loop parameters.
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FIGURE 8.7
CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE TO STEP INPUT - DET. 1
REAL TIME MONITOR OUTPUT
As the error signal must always be driven back to zero, it is easier to measure the
dynamic response of the loop by monitoring this signal. Figure 8.8 shows an expanded
plot of the error signal using the R filter with a nominal set of parameters. These
parameters were selecte d to provide minimal overshoot and good noise performance.
The settling time to 1% was 11 seconds which is significantly better than the required
time of 28 seconds and only slightly longer than a single detector time constant. A
similar response and settling time was obtained with the IIR filter but the parameter
adjustments were much more sensitive and difficult to optimize.
The step response represents a step from viewing the calibration shutter at 28 ° C to
the blackbody set at 80 ° C. This represents a very fast transient which would only be
encountered when activating the calibration shutter. During normal on orbit operation,
the large field of view of the detector will provide a slow ramp input to the system
even when crossing a large radiance change such as a cloud edge or land/water
interface. The step response functions thus represent a worst case scenario. The
digital loop implementation allows a unique feature to be employed in the flight
system. Two sets of control parameters can be utilized. One set for nominal earth
viewing and a second set for calibration to respond to the step input provided when the
calibration shutter is closed.
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One of the advantages of the digital control loop is that the control parameters can be
easily modified. Figure 8.9 shows the effects of .changing the overall loop gain on the
step response. When the gain is doubled the error signal is limited to less than half its
nominal amplitude but the settling time is not improved and the noise level increases.
When the loop gain is cut in half, the error signal increases approximately 50% and the
settling time increases significantly. Either of these large changes in gain would
clearly be unacceptable.
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Figure 8.10 shows the effects of adjusting only the integration term of the digital
filter. In this particular case, the nominal integration term was set at 180. This
provides for a critically damped loop which has the general response desired for th_s
system. Increasing the integration term to 240 decreases the loop damping and allows
for two overshoots as shown. Decreasing the integration term to 120 increases the
damping such that the loop is overdamped. No overshoot is allowed and the settling
time increases significantly. The responses shown represent a step function from the
28 ° C shutter to the blackbody set at 50 ° C. In optimizing the control loop response, all
constants would be adjusted to provide the optimum transient response.
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8.4. ELECTRONIC NOISE MEASUREMENTS
8.4.1 NOISE MEASUREMENTS
The primary noise sources are the Johnson noise in the four bridge resistors, the
preamplifier input noise, the quantization noise and the DAC linearity. Less important
noise sources include the shot noise on the preamplifier bias current and the Johnson
noise on the heater wire current. Typical time outputs of two of the detectors are
shown in Figure 8.11. For these noise tests, the detectors were capped and allowed to
stabilize at a constant output level. Detector 2 had a 1 sigma noise of 74 counts and
detector 3 of 68 counts. Without smoothing of samples, the average noise was 71
counts or approximately 9 I_W at the nominal operating level of 22,000 counts. As the
initial error budget allocation for the one sigma noise was 220 counts, the performance
far exceeds the design requirements.
The development software contains the ability to average any number of samples and
also determine the statistics on the averaged value. As the control loop operates at a
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highsamplerate and it is envisionedto averagemanysamplesto reducethe noise, it is
of interestto determineif the noiseis reducedby thetheoreticalsquareroot of the
numberof samples.The middlepartof the chartshowsthe resultantoutputswhen 16
samplesareaveragedand the rightpart of the curveshowsthe resultantoutputsafter
averaging100 samples. Figure8.12plots the noisereductionfactoractuallymeasured
versus the theoreticalvalue. It canbe seenthat the reductionis ingeneralagreement
with the theoreticalvalues.
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8.4.2 NOISEPSD
An FFTprogramwas incorporated in the development software to obtain PSDs of the
detector outputs and insure that no unique noise frequency components are present.
Figure 8.13 shows a sample PSD for detector 1. As the number of samples used is
relatively small, the spectrum is not perfectly flat but does not contain any large
frequency components at isolated frequencies. PSDs taken on the other detectors gave
similar results. The noise can therefore be assumed to be approximately Gaussian. The
results of both of these tests indicate that smoothing output data samples will have
the desired effect of reducing the noise level by approximately the square root of the
number of samples.
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8.4.3 NOISE VERSUS TEMPERATURE
A test was performed to determine if the noise level in the detectors would increase as
the detector temperature increased. The servo control loop for the test fixture
heatsink was increased from 26 to 34 ° and noise measurements were made at each
temperature level for all three detectors. The results are shown in Figure 8.14.
Although a very slight increase in noise level was measured, the increase represents an
insignificant change as the heatsink block will be controlled to approximately 0.02 ° C
during on orbit operation.
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8.4.4 NOISE SUMMARY
Although the measured noise value of approximately 70 counts is farbetter than the
allocated value of 220 counts, it was still of interest to try and determine which were
the primary noise components and whether these agreed with the original noise model
Two tests were performed to differentiate between detector/preamplifier noise
sources and digital electronics noise sources. In the first test, the noise was measured
on all three detectors and then cables 1 and 3 were interchanged going to the
electronics box. In both sets of measurements, the noise in channel 3 was
approximately three times the noise in channel 1 thus indicating that the primary noise
sources were in the electronics box (and most likely due to the grounding scheme used
in the electronics box). Following this test, another test was run in which a detector
module with a preamplier but no detector was inserted into channel 3. Once again,
there was no significant difference in the noise measured in channel 3. The
predominant noise sources are, therefore, in the digital electronics unit as shown in the
original precision analysis. Because the quantization noise is small with the 16 bit
processor, the largest noise source appears to be the DACo
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8.5 DETECTORTO DETECTORPATTERNNOISE
In a mosaic instrument containing a large number of detectors, another noise source is
detector to detector pattern noise. Even with the tightest manufacturing controls no
two detectors can be manufactured with the identical dimensions. Thus, each detector
will read slightly differently when viewing the same scene. These differences can be
adjusted by calibration, if need be. If they are, however, of the same approximate level
as the electronics noise, they need not be corrected for and will average out after
summing the outputs from all of the detectors in the array. This summing or
integration of all the angular measurements will be done on the ground over a period of
time in order to determine the total flux coming off each ground target area.
In order to measure the pattern noise of the three detectors in the test set up, two
methods were used. In the first method a step input was put into each detector
sequentially by means of the blackbody and the shutter. This method allows a large
step change in temperature but does not produce accurate results because of the
elapsed time between moving the blackbody to each detector and allowing the detector
and test fixture temperature to stabilize.
In the second method, step inputs were put into all three detectors simultaneously by
opening the shutter and allowing all three detectors to simulaneously view a large cold
plate. Although the cold plate did not provide a very large change in temperature, it did
allow simultaneous measurement of the three detectors. The outputs of the three
detectors as a function of time (or sample number) are shown in Figure 8.15. The one
sigma difference in the three readings is on the order 8.8 counts or 1.1 pW. The original
error budget allowed for 200 counts of pattern noise. These excellent results indicai.u
that pattern noise will be an insignificant noise factor in the final instrument.
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8.6 LONGTERMSTABILITY
Oneof the mostcritical parametersfor the final performanceof the instrumentis the
longterm stability. Thisdetermineshowoftenshuttercalibrationsmustbe performed.
The primarysourcesof drift are the bridge reslstors,the preamplifieroutputand
offsetdrifts, the heater resistordrift and the DACdrifts. The largestsourceof drift
is the bridgeresistorswith a valueof 0.1 PPM/°C. This is the specifiedvalue for the
Vishay VHD200 matchedresistors,whichwere used becausetheywere the moststable
resistorsavailable.
Becauseof the extremesensitivityof the detectorsdrift measurementswere madeat
nightwhenthe labwas unoccupiedand temperaturefluctuationswere minimized.
Inspiteof this, the coolingof the laboratorywassensedbythe detectors. The front of
each detectorwas cappedfor the stabilitytestsandwas locatedinside the heatsink
whichwas activelycontrolledto 28° C. The primarycavity,therefore,sawa cap
temperaturethat washeld closeto 28° C. The rearof the modulewas exposedto
ambientair in the laboratoryeventhoughenclosedwith insulationmaterial. As the
laboratorycooleddown at nightthe rearcoverof the detectormodulescooledslightly
with it. The detectorcontrolloop sensedthe imbalanceand decreasedthe output
voltageto the heateraccordingly. Thedrift rateduring this periodwason the order of
1 to 3 counts/minute. In the morningwhenthe laboratorywas againoccupiedand
warmedup, the output signal increasedaccordingly.
The most meaningfulmethodfor obtaininglong termstabilitymeasurementswas to run
the test over a period of days while the laboratory was unoccupied. Figure 8.16a shows
the results of such a long term test. The output level from detectors 1 and 3 is plotted
in counts as a function of sample number over a period of 10 days, Each sample
represents the average of 33,804 samples which equals exactly one hour in time. For
this test, two modifications were made to the detectors. A new rear thermal cap was
manufactured out of pure copper and Installed in detector 1 to provide better thermal
conductivity to the heatsink. The use of copper instead of aluminum for the inner parts
that connect to the heatsink is a design improvement that will be considered on future
detectors. On detector no. 3 a heater element was installed on the thermal reference
cap and actively controlled to 0.005 ° C to try and reduce temperature fluctuations. Due
to the extreme sensitivity of the detector this level of temperature control was found
to be not accurate enough to improve the stability of the detectors.
The daily fluctuations due to the heating and cooling of the laboratory result in
minimums at approximately 8 am and maximums at approximately 6 pm each evening.
To explain the varying amplitude in the daily cycles minimum and maximum daily air
temperatures in the San Diego area were obtained from the National Weather Service
for this ten day period. These values are plotted in Figure 8.16b and demonstrate the
same general trend as the fluctuations observed in the lab by the detectors.
A straight line regression to the data points gives an estimate of the long term
stublllty thut could bu uxpuc;lud III a _pu_u mwlJolJmmll wllll llu mlJblulJl tuJ_lpur_lulu
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fluctuations. For detectorno. 1the straightline interpolationgives a drift rate of
approximately+0.013countsper minute. Fordetectorno.3 the rate is approximately
-0.017countsper minute. The averagedrift rate is thus0.015 countsor 0.002 pW per
minute or 0.12 pW per hour. These rates show excellent stability which exceed by 2
orders of magnitude the original design goal of 5.3 counts per minute allocated In the
original error budget. Vacuum testing will be required to produce more accurate long
term stability measurements.
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8.7 CROSSTALK
In a mosaicarraysensor a largesignalput intoone detectorcan cause a spurious signal
in an adjacent or nearby detector. This can be caused by electrical, optical, or thermal
crosstalk and generally is a combination of the three. Two tests were performed to
determine the approximate magnitude of this crosstalk. In the first test, a light source
was used to measure only the electrical crosstalk. As the detectors are not located in
close proximity as they would be in a flight instrument, the optical crosstalk cannot be
measured. The light source was set to provide a step input of approximately 3,500
counts. Figure 8.17a shows the step input of light to detector no. 1 and the
simultaneous time profiles from detectors 2 and 3. An expanded scale plot of the
outputs from detectors 2 and 3 is shown in Figure 8.17b. No measureable crosstalk can
be seen in the results. The crosstalk is thus significantly lower than the inherent
electronic noise. If it is assumed that a change in ouput of approximately one third of a
division or three counts could be detected, then the electrical crosstalk is less than
approximately 0.1%.
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In anearth radiationinstrumentthe primarymechanismfor crosstalkbetween
detectorswouldmost likelybe thermalcrosstalkdue to the extremethermal
sensitivityof the detectors. The flightinstrumentwill be designedwitha massive
heatslnkto minimizesuch crosstalk between the detectors. The test fixture was not
designed to have this capability. Inspite of this, it was of interest to make a total
crosstalk measurement using the three detectors in the existing test fixture.
For this total crosstalk test the blackbody was used and set at close to its maximum
temperature to provide the largest possible step input of temperature to detector no. 1
and see if any changes in detectors 2 and 3 could be found. The blackbody was set at
220" C and input to detector no. 1. After the reading stabilized at approximately
-11,000 counts, the shutter at 28 ° C was closed. The resulting output signals from all
3 detectors is shown in Figure 8.18a. The expanded output signals from detectors 2 and
3 are plotted in Figure 8.18b. A very small change in output level can be detected in
detectors 2 and 3 on the order of 0.22%. This value was calculated by using the actual
numerical data points stored in the computer. It is expected that with the final
instrument configuration, this low value of total crosstalk will be reduced even further.
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8.8 ROMABSOLUTECALIBRATION
As the dual cavitydetectorsareactuallymeasuringdifferencesinpower it is desirable
at somepoint to performan absolutecalibration. Thiswill eventuallybedone in a
vacuumby comparingthe outputof the detectorswith a standardsuchas a WRR(World
RadiometricReference)detectorviewinga knownsourcesuchas thesun. Itwas,
however,desiredto obtainan ROM (RoughOrder of Magnitude)checkon this absolute
calibrationin the laboratory. The goalwas to use the blackbodyand determineif the
calculatedstep changefrom the blackbodyto the shuttertemperaturewouldbewithin
20-30%of the absolutestepchangemeasuredby the detector. Withthis test, the
blackbodywas once againset at 220" C. A one centimeterfield aperturewas usedin
the test fixture. The measuredchangein receivedpowerfrom theshutterat 28° C at
the blackbodyat 220° C was2.536 roW. The theoreticalchangein powercalculated
from the field of view,collectingarea,and blackbodytemperaturewas2.254mW. The
measuredvaluewaswithin 12.5%of the theoreticalvalueand was thus in good
agreementfor anambientair test.
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8.9 PERFORMANCESUMMARY
A summaryof thetest resultsand the originaldesignrequirementsas derivedin the
originalerrorbudgets is showninTable2. Itcan beseen that all of thetest results
meetor better the requiredvalues. It is significantto notethat the longtermdrift
which is the most importantsystemparametersignificantlyexceedsthe original
designrequirements.
TABLE8.2
INSTRUMENTPERFORMANCESUMMARY
NO.
PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS
RESPONSIVITY
NOISE-1 SIG.
DET. TO DET.
VAR.-1 SlG.
DRIFT
CROSSTALK
SEI-r'LING TIME
DATA DUTY CYCLE
REQLIIREMENT
1.5 V/W
22O CTS
200 CTS
5.3 CTS/MIN.
TBD
28 SEC.
g5%
AVE.
MEASURED
VALUE
2.3 VAN
71 CTS
8.8 CTS
0.015 CTS/MIN.
0.2%
11
98%
NOTES: NOISE AT INPUT TO F.P IS ONLY = ,,, + 1-3 COUNTS SI89-01JWH017
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g.0 CONCLUSIONS
All of the originalobjectivesof the SBIRPhase I and PhaseIIprojectshave been
successfullyfulfilled. The ERAbreadboardhardwarewasdesigned,manufactured,and
tested. The digital controlloopworkedperfectlyand demonstratedthe design
flexibilityexpected. The detectorsachievedevengreater responsitythan the
theoreticaldesignvalue. Veryencouragingwas the fact that the long termstability
appears to be over 2 orders of magnitude better than that budgeted for. Detector
stability is one of the most important performance parameters. The test results
indicate that the detectors may have commercial use as absolute references for
laboratory and inflight calibration of other instruments. The overall instrument
concept for the ERA has thus been demonstrated to be feasible and ready for
development and a precision on the order of 0.5% appears possible.
10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The fabrication and testing of the breadboard detectors and electronics leads to the
following recommendations:
1. The use of copper parts for the front baffle assembly and rear thermal cap
should be investigated to provide better thermal conductivity to the main
instrument heatsink.
2. Extra layers of epoxy should be placed beneath the sensor windings to reduce
leakage.
3. An improved detector lead feedthrough should be designed.
4. The long term stability of the detector should be accurately measured in a
vacuum environment.
5. The detector should undergo absolute calibration against a WRR detector.
6. A commercial version of the detector should be developed as an absolute
radiometry standard for laboratories and space chambers.
7. Work should proceed on the thermal analysis and modelling of the instrument
and the mechanical design of the integral heatsink.
8. A detailed design of the calibration shutter and its drive mechanism should
begin.
9. The development of the flight model should be initiated.
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